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Abstract

The response generation for TableQA aims to001
automatically generate a response to end-users002
from a SQL query and its corresponding exe-003
cution result (in the form of table). It is an es-004
sential and practical task. However, there has005
been little work on it in recent years. We con-006
sider this may be blamed on the lack of large-007
scale and high-quality datasets in this area.008
In this paper, we present ResponseNLG, a009
large-scale and high-quality Chinese dataset010
for TableQA response generation, to advance011
the field in both academic and industrial com-012
munities. Further, to bridge the structural gap013
between the input SQL and table and establish014
better semantic alignments, we propose a Het-015
erogeneous Graph Transformation approach.016
In this way, we establish a joint encoding space017
for the two heterogeneous input data and con-018
vert this task to a Graph-to-Text problem. We019
further introduce the Node Segment Embed-020
ding to better preserve the original graph struc-021
ture upon PLMs based models.022

1 Introduction023

Table Question Answering (TableQA) aims to an-024

swer a question over the given tables, and it has025

been widely applied in many real-life applications,026

e.g., chatbot and business intelligence (Stent et al.,027

1999; Litman and Silliman, 2004; Budzianowski028

et al., 2018). One common solution is converting029

it to a Text-to-SQL problem (Warren and Pereira,030

1982; Zettlemoyer and Collins, 2005; Mrksic et al.,031

2015), which maps the natural language question032

to meaning representations in SQL. Once a natural033

language question has been mapped to a formal034

SQL query, the result can be retrieved from the035

table database based on it. In a real-world setting,036

the consequent problem is how to convert the exe-037

cution result, which usually can be organized as a038

table, to a natural language text to the asker, i.e., the039

response generation for TableQA (Yu et al., 2019a).040

Robot  …
08:24SQL Query

Execution Result

Text-to-SQL
Execute

Database

请问中国市值超过1万亿的互联
网公司有哪些？它们的市值分别

是多少？

公司名称
Company Name

市值 (亿元）
Market Capitalization

腾讯 (Tencent) 45,530

阿里巴巴 ( Alibaba) 40,738

美团 (Meituan) 14,589

拼多多 (Pinduoduo) 14,216

What are the Internet companies in
China with a market capitalization 
of more than 1 trillion yuan? What 
are their market caps?

SELECT公司名称，市值(亿元) WHERE市值 (亿元) > 10,000 
AND 国家 =中国

SELECT Company NAME, Market Capitalization WHERE 
Market Capitalization > 10, 0000 AND Country = China

There are four Internet companies 
in China with a market value of 
more than 1 trillion yuan, namely 
Tencent, Alibaba, Meituan, and 
Pinduoduo, with a market value of 
4.55 trillion yuan, 4.07 trillion 
yuan, 1.45 trillion yuan, and 1.46 
trillion yuan, respectively.

中国有4家市值超过10000亿的互
联网公司，分别是腾讯，阿里巴

巴，美团和拼多多，它们的市值

分别为45530亿元，40738亿元，
14589亿元和14216亿元。

Figure 1: An example for Text-to-SQL and TableQA
Response Generation. The red dotted lines denote the
input data (a SQL query and its execution result) for
TableQA Response Generation.

The response generation for TableQA takes a 041

SQL query and its corresponding execution result 042

(in the form of a table) as input and aims to gener- 043

ate a natural language description as the response 044

(as shown in Figure 1). Intuitively, it plays a vital 045

and indispensable role in constructing a real-life 046

TableQA application and building a human-like di- 047

alog system. Meanwhile, this task is challenging. 048

The first challenge is that the model needs to un- 049

derstand the two heterogeneous input data: SQL 050

and table. Moreover, both input data are structured 051

and have less semantic information than natural 052

language sentences, which also exists in Table-to- 053

Text generation (Lebret et al., 2016; Wiseman et al., 054

2017) but is more challenging. Additionally, the 055

generated response must be absolutely faithful to 056

the input data, which means the response should 057

contain all the content in the input table while being 058

logically consistent with the SQL. 059

To our knowledge, template-based models are 060

widely applied in dialogue response generation 061

modules (Jordan et al., 2006; Ultes et al., 2017). 062
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The experts, who have abundant linguistic and do-063

main knowledge, write different kinds of templates064

with slots which are then filled with the execu-065

tion results(Ritter et al., 2011; Kale and Rastogi,066

2020). Obviously, to cover more data from dif-067

ferent domains, this system needs numerous tem-068

plates, which typically require a lot of human effort069

and costs. Meanwhile, it is not easy to guaran-070

tee the fluency of the generated results. Over the071

past several years, automatic neural network-based072

methods have achieved significant progress in the073

text generation domain (Liu et al., 2016; Lubis074

et al., 2018). However, we notice that there is little075

work on response generation for TableQA. We con-076

sider this may be blamed on the lack of large-scale077

and high-quality datasets in this field. CoSQL (Yu078

et al., 2019a) is the only dataset for this task with079

7,845 generation examples, and it is in English.080

It is a dataset with SQL-grounded dialogue state081

tracking as the core, and the generation annotations082

are very rough.083

In this paper, we propose ResponseNLG, a084

large-scale and high-quality Chinese dataset for085

TableQA Response Generation. We introduce a086

dataset construction process where annotators only087

need to directly revise the provided template re-088

sponse, and yield 29,366 response generation ex-089

amples. It is an order of magnitude larger than090

CoSQL. A strict screening procedure is imple-091

mented to ensure data quality. ResponseNLG092

has a wider distribution than CoSQL, which is093

more in line with real TableQA scenarios. Mean-094

while, to bridge the structural gap between the in-095

put SQL and table and establish better semantic096

alignments, we propose a Heterogeneous Graph097

Transformation approach (HGT). HGT first con-098

verts the two sources to two undirected graphs and099

then builds the connection between the nodes in dif-100

ferent graphs to obtain a heterogeneous joint graph.101

In this way, we convert this task to a Graph-to-Text102

problem. Previous Graph-to-Text methods (Ribeiro103

et al., 2020, 2021) transform the input graph into a104

new token graph to introduce pretrained language105

models (PLMs). We consider that this transfor-106

mation breaks the input graph structure and may107

bring in extra noises into graph encoding. To pre-108

serve original structure information, we introduce109

the Node Segment Embedding, which assigns the110

same symbol to the nodes in the token graph which111

belong to the same node in the original heteroge-112

neous graph. Our contributions include the follow-113

ing three aspects: 114

• We present a large-scale and high-quality Chi- 115

nese dataset for TableQA response generation, 116

ResponseNLG, with a series of strong base- 117

lines and metrics. To the best of our knowl- 118

edge, it is also the first Chinese dataset for this 119

task. 120

• We propose a Heterogeneous Graph Trans- 121

formation method to bridge the structural gap 122

between the SQL and table. We also introduce 123

Node Segment Embedding to better preserve 124

the original graph structure upon PLMs based 125

models. 126

• Experiments and analysis on ResponseNLG 127

attest to both the high quality and challenges 128

of the dataset. The results also demonstrate 129

the effectiveness of our proposed method. We 130

will make our data and code publicly available 131

upon the acceptance of this paper. 132

2 Related Works 133

2.1 Table Question Answering 134

A TableQA system comprises a table semantic pars- 135

ing (Text-to-SQL) component and a response gen- 136

eration component (Yu et al., 2019a). The semantic 137

parsing component converts NL question into SQL 138

query (Text-to-SQL) (Finegan-Dollak et al., 2018; 139

Guo et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2020a; Hui et al., 140

2021) and the response generation component gen- 141

erate NL response given the SQL query and SQL 142

execution table. Notice that the SQL query can 143

represent the context state in multi turn TableQA 144

scenarios (Yu et al., 2019a,b). Several datasets have 145

been proposed to apply semantic parsing on tables, 146

including WikiTableQuestions (Pasupat and Liang, 147

2015), SequentialQA (Iyyer et al., 2017), WikiSQL 148

(Zhong et al., 2017), Spider (Yu et al., 2018), SparC 149

(Yu et al., 2019b) and CHASE (Guo et al., 2021). 150

But these works only focus on the semantic parsing 151

task and return the SQL execution result as sim- 152

ple short form answer. FeTaQA (Nan et al., 2021) 153

yields a more challenging TableQA setting because 154

it requires generating free-form text answers. Hy- 155

bridQA (Chen et al., 2020b) and OTT-QA (Chen 156

et al., 2020a) build question answering tasks with 157

context of both structured tables and unstructured 158

text. 159

2.2 Data-to-Text Generation 160

Data-to-Text aims to generate a natural language 161

description from structural or semi-structural data 162
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Figure 2: Construction workflow of ResponseNLG.

(Liang et al., 2009; Banik et al., 2012; Gardent163

et al., 2017; Parikh et al., 2020). It helps people164

get the key points of the input data and makes the165

stored information accessible to a broader audi-166

ence of end-users. In the academic community,167

Data-to-Text is usually divided into Graph-to-Text168

(Song et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2020c) and Table-169

to-Text (Lebret et al., 2016; Wiseman et al., 2017),170

according to whether input data is a graph (e.g.,171

Knowledge or Abstract Meaning Representation172

Graph) or table (Ribeiro et al., 2019; Agarwal et al.,173

2021). To better model the structure of a graph,174

early works (Song et al., 2018; Koncel-Kedziorski175

et al., 2019; Damonte and Cohen, 2019) introduce176

Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) as the structure en-177

coder, which only considers the relations between178

neighbor nodes. Unlike the local encoding strate-179

gies, Zhu et al.; Cai and Lam propose the Graph180

Transformer that uses explicit relation encoding181

and allows direct communication between two dis-182

tant nodes. In order to learn better contextualized183

node embeddings, Ribeiro et al. gather the above184

two encoding strategies, proposing novel neural185

models which encode an input graph combining186

both global and local node contexts. To better lever-187

age the structure of tables, some studies (Bao et al.,188

2018; Nema et al., 2018; Jain et al., 2018; Liu et al.,189

2019; Li et al., 2021) propose to utilize the hier-190

archal encoder to model the table’s representation191

from the row and column levels.192

The response generation for TableQA can also193

be regarded as a Data-to-Text task, and it is similar194

to Table-to-Text but more challenging because its195

input data contains not only a structural table but196

also a SQL, which are both essential for the gener-197

ation. Moreover, it requires the model to generate198

an utterly faithful response to the input data, which199

means the response should contain all the content200

in the table and be logically consistent with the201

SQL.202

Figure 3: Topic distribution of ResponseNLG.
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Figure 4: The comparison of data complexity distribu-
tion between CoSQL and ResponseNLG.

3 Dataset Construction 203

3.1 Data Synthetic and Annotation 204

Different from previous works (Yu et al., 2019a), 205

which usually rely on humans to create natural 206

Language (NL) questions, SQL queries and corre- 207

sponding response, we introduce a dataset construc- 208

tion process where annotators only need to directly 209

revise the provided template response as illustrated 210

in Figure 2. We first collect tables from the Inter- 211

net and utilize production rules to generate SQL 212

queries automatically. And then, we execute the 213

SQL on the collected tables. After that, we generate 214

a pseudo response based on predefined templates. 215

Finally, pseudo responses are paraphrased to NL re- 216

sponses by humans. Additionally, to guarantee data 217

quality, low-confidence instances are detected ac- 218

cording to their overlapping and similarity metrics 219

and are further checked by humans. 220

Table Collection We build a search engine based 221

table collection pipeline to collect high quality 222

tables. Firstly, 100,000 frequently used words 223

are summarized from the CLUE (Xu et al., 2020) 224

corpus. Then these words are queried in Google 225

and filtered spreadsheet files are downloaded. 226

Useful tables are extracted from these files through 227

a parser, which could identify potential table in a 228

worksheet. Sensitive values in the tables, such as 229
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Passwords, Identification IDs and230

Credit Card IDs are replaced with special231

tokens. We also build a table cleaning pipeline as232

shown in Appendix A.1 to guarantee table quality.233

Pseudo Data Generation Data syntactic for234

semantic parsing has gained increasing attention235

in recent years (Zhong et al., 2017; Wang et al.,236

2020b, 2021). Differently, we apply syntactic237

method to build response generation dataset.238

We firstly utilize production rules from the239

SQL grammar to automatically generate SQL240

queries. The SQL query can be represented241

as an abstract syntax trees (ASTs) using the242

rules such as SQLs = SQL, SQL = Select243

Where, Select = SELECT A, Where =244

WHERE Conditions..., all of which are245

production rules of the SQL grammar. Please refer246

to Appendix A.2 for more details. By exploiting247

every rule of the grammar, we can generate SQL248

queries covering patterns of different complexity249

along with corresponding tables. SQL querys250

which cannot execute or have not execution results251

are filtered. We then build two template-based252

generation pipelines. The one is to convert the253

syntactic SQL query into pseudo NL question. The254

other is to generate template NL response based on255

SQL query and the SQL execution result table.256

Data Annotation and Review We employ 20257

well-educated crowd workers to paraphrase the tem-258

plate questions and template response into natural259

language, and filter incomprehensible ones which260

are semantically unclear. To guarantee data quality,261

another 4 workers are asked to review the anno-262

tated data. Data with poor annotation quality will263

be required to be relabeled. We also automatically264

detect low-quality data. If the response does not265

contain important information about SQL and Ta-266

ble, we will filter it out.267

3.2 Dataset Statistics268

Our final ResponseNLG dataset contains269

29,358 examples, with a average length of270

46.7. Each example contains a {NL question,271

SQL query, SQL execution table, NL response}272

pair. We split the training/development/test set by273

23,488/2,935/2,935 randomly.274

Topics We build a topic categorization model275

(Asthana and Halfaker, 2018) for tables in276

ResponseNLG to investigate the topics distribu-277

tion. Figure 3 presents an aggregated topic anal-278

SELECT

公司名称
Company Name

公 司 名 称

Tokenized

市值(亿元)
Market Capitalization

市 值 ( 亿 元 )

SELECT

Figure 5: An example of token graph transformation.

ysis of our dataset. We find that the Media, 279

Insurance and Bank topics together com- 280

prise 61% of our dataset, but the other 39% is 281

composed of broader topics such as Public 282

Service, Technology, Finance. Our 283

dataset is limited to topics that are present in 284

CLUE. 285

Data Complexity We evaluate the data com- 286

plexity by the row number and column num- 287

ber of the input tables. Figure 4 shows the 288

training set distribution comparison between 289

CoSQL and ResponseNLG. We can see that 290

the ResponseNLG has a wider distribution than 291

CoSQL, which is more in line with real TableQA 292

scenarios. Please refer to Appendix A.3 for more 293

details. 294

4 Structure-Aware Approach 295

Given an input SQL s and a Table t, the model 296

aims to generate a response ỹ. To bridge the 297

gap between the two sources of information, we 298

first propose a Heterogeneous Graph Transfor- 299

mation approach (HGT), which explicitly connects 300

the input SQL and table in a heterogeneous graph 301

structure. In this way, we can obtain a joint graph 302

representation of the two sources and convert the re- 303

sponse generation task to a Graph-to-Text problem. 304

And then, we utilize a varietal transformer architec- 305

ture (Ribeiro et al., 2020) that employs the original 306

transformer encoder as the Global Node Encoder 307

(G-NE) and introduces a GNN based layer into 308

each transformer encoder layer as the Local Node 309

Encoder (L-NE). G-NE allows explicit communi- 310

cation between two distant nodes, taking advantage 311

of a large node context range. And L-NE has an ad- 312

vantage in modeling the graph topology. As shown 313

in Figure 6 (b), this architecture cascaded performs 314

global and local node aggregation, which gathers 315

the benefits from both strategies. In the rest of 316

this section, we will describe the proposed Hetero- 317

geneous Graph Transformation approach and the 318

Local Node Encoder in detail. 319
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Figure 6: Illustration of the proposed method. (a) is an example of a heterogeneous graph transformed by Hetero-
geneous Graph Transformation. (b) is an overview of our model. L-NE and G-NE denote Local Node Encoder
and Global Node Encoder, respectively.

4.1 Heterogeneous Graph Transformation320

Given a SQL s and its execution result (in the form321

of a table) t as input (shown in Figure 1), the Het-322

erogeneous Graph Transformation approach takes323

two steps to transform the input two sources of324

data into a heterogeneous graph (shown in Figure325

6a). First, it converts the SQL and table into two326

undirected graphs: SQL graph Gs and table graph327

Gt. In particular, for a SQL, we follow the previous328

method (Xu et al., 2018) and convert it to a tree.329

We refer the readers to the paper for more details.330

For a table, we treat each column name and table331

cell as a node and divide the nodes in the table332

into two categories: table header node and table333

cell node. And then, we connect each header node334

with the cell node in the same column. We also335

build the connections between the cell nodes in the336

same row. Second, we add connections between337

the nodes that indicate the same column in Gs and338

Gt to build the unified heterogeneous graph. we339

also add a self-loop connection for each node. The340

transformed heterogeneous graph is formulated as341

Gh = (Vh, Eh), where V represents the nodes set342

and Eh = {(n, v)|n, v ∈ V}. Figure 6a shows an343

example of the transformed heterogeneous graph.344

We expect that developing generation model345

should benefit from the recent advance on pre-346

trained language models (PLMs) (Peters et al.,347

2018; Devlin et al., 2019; Radford et al., 2019). We348

represent each Gh using subword tokens, and con-349

vert it into a new token graph G = (V, E). Specifi-350

cally, each token of a node in Vh becomes a node ṽ351

in N . For each edge (n, v) ∈ Eh, we connect each352

token between n and v to obtain the new edges353

set E (as shown in Figure 5). However, we notice354

that the new token graph G breaks the structure of355

the original graph Gh and may make the encoder 356

pay too much attention to the feature of nodes at 357

the token level instead of the original node level. 358

This may bring extra noises into graph encoding. 359

To preserve the original structural information, we 360

introduce the Node Segment Embedding (NSE), 361

which assigns the same symbol to the nodes in the 362

token graph G which belong to the same node in 363

the original heterogeneous graph Gh. 364

4.2 Local Node Encoder 365

Given {hv|v ∈ V} as the outputs of the Global 366

Node Encoder at the L-th encoder layer, we next 367

describe how the Local Node Encoder works. As 368

shown in Figure 6b, the Local Node Encoder con- 369

sists of two main modules: Node Embedding Layer 370

and Graph Attention Network Layer. The former 371

enriches the features of the nodes, and the latter 372

explicitly models the graph structure. For Node 373

Embedding Layer, in addition to the above Node 374

Segment Embedding, we also introduce Node Type 375

Embedding (NTE) to preserve the graph hetero- 376

geneity. Formally, given hv, we obtain the feature- 377

enhanced node representation by: 378

hev = LayerNorm(hv) + esv + etv (1) 379

where LayerNorm represents layer normalization 380

(Ba et al., 2016). esv, etv denote the node segment 381

embedding and node type embedding for node v 382

respectively. 383

After the Node Embedding Layer, we utilize 384

Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) to model the 385

graph structure explicitly. For simplicity, we em- 386

ploy one Graph Attention Network Layer (GAT). 387

Formally, it aggregates the representations of node 388

v in a multi-head self-attention layer (Vaswani 389
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Model BLEU BLEU-2 BLEU-4 CHRF++ PARENT-P PARENT-R PARENT
Development

Pointer-Generator 50.30 54.40 37.30 59.46 53.22 80.95 62.91
Finetune 53.62 58.88 39.60 62.67 56.58 84.35 66.63
Finetune-FNN 54.32 59.53 40.25 63.06 56.67 84.49 66.73
Finetune-Graph 52.42 57.85 38.30 60.78 56.57 83.76 66.42
Finetune-Graph-FNN 53.03 58.45 38.63 60.97 56.79 83.98 66.64
Ours 55.88∗ 60.88∗ 42.15∗ 63.94∗ 56.75 84.81 66.91

Test
Pointer-Generator 50.12 55.35 37.15 58.67 54.13 80.36 63.22
Finetune 53.78 58.98 39.78 62.81 56.63 84.25 66.65
Finetune-FNN 54.18 59.45 40.08 62.95 56.82 84.41 66.85
Finetune-Graph 52.77 58.18 38.43 61.07 56.52 83.63 66.37
Finetune-Graph-FNN 53.34 58.75 39.00 61.41 56.63 84.08 66.60
Ours 55.80∗ 60.78∗ 42.08∗ 64.02∗ 56.58 84.63 66.73

Table 1: Main results of models on ResponseNLG development set. ∗ denotes the value is significantly different
from other models at a p < 0.05 level, according to an independent sample t-test.

et al., 2017) as follows:390

shv,n =
hevW

h
Q(h

e
nW

h
K)>√

d/H

αhv,n =
es

h
v,n∑

ñ∈N (v) e
shv,ñ

zh =
∑

n∈N (v)

αhv,n(h
e
nW

h
V )

hr = Concat(z1, ..., zH)

(2)391

where 1 ≤ h ≤ H , and W h
Q, W h

K , W h
V ∈392

Rd×(d/H). N (v) denotes the immediate neighbor-393

hood of node v in graph G. We also tried the RGAT394

(Shaw et al., 2018). It performed comparable with395

GAT but introduced more parameters.396

4.3 Training Objective397

The transformer parameters are initialized with the398

pretrained T5 (Raffel et al., 2020), and the others399

are randomly initialized. Given each gold instance400

(s, t, y), we fine-tune the model to optimize the401

following cross-entropy objective:402

L = −
|y|∑
i=1

pθ(yt|y1:t−1; s, t) (3)403

5 Experiment404

5.1 Experiment Settings405

Baselines We conduct experiments on406

ResponseNLG and compare our method407

with several baselines, including:408

• Pointer-Generator is an RNN-based409

Seq2Seq model with attention and copy410

mechanism. We concatenate the SQL and411

linearized table as input.412

• Finetune denotes a Transformer encoder- 413

decoder method which is initialized by T5. 414

It takes the same strategy with Pointer- 415

Generator to preprocess the input SQL and 416

table. Moreover, we replace our local graph 417

encoder with an FNN layer. And we change 418

the hidden dimension of FNN and make its 419

parameters equal with the local graph encoder 420

to make a fair comparison. We denote this 421

method as Finetune-FNN. 422

• Finetune-Graph is also a T5 initialized 423

method. Different from Finetune, it uses 424

the same graph linearization as input with 425

our method. Additionally, we add FNN to 426

make a fair comparison, which is denoted as 427

Finetune-Graph-FNN. 428

Evaluation Metrics We evaluate our models by 429

applying both automatic and human evaluations. 430

For automatic evaluation, we first employ two 431

widely used metrics: BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) 432

and CHRF++ (Popović, 2015). We also report 433

the results of BLEU-2 and BLUE-4. All above 434

scores are calculated by SacreBLEU (Post, 2018). 435

Then we employ PARENT (Dhingra et al., 2019) 436

to evaluate the faithfulness for the generated text. 437

PARENT is a metric proposed specifically for data- 438

to-text evaluation that takes the table into account. 439

We modify it to make it suitable for our dataset, de- 440

scribed in Appendix A.4. We conduct experiments 441

over 4 different seeds and report the average scores 442

on them. Please refer to Section 5.4 for human 443

evaluation details. 444

Implement Details Our implementation is based 445

on Hugging Face Transformer models (Wolf et al., 446

2020). We utilize T5base for all experiments. 447
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Model BLEU CHRF++ PAR
Finetune-Graph-FNN 53.03 60.97 66.64
Finetune-Graph-L-NE 55.18 62.94 67.18

+ NTE 55.54 63.32 67.06
+ NSE 55.82 63.73 66.82
+ NTE & NSE 55.88 63.94 66.91

Table 2: Ablation study on ResponseNLG develop-
ment set. PAR denotes PARENT.

For T5-based methods, we use AdamW optimizer448

(Loshchilov and Hutter, 2018) and employ a lin-449

early decreasing learning rate schedule without450

warm-up. Moreover, the learning rate is fixed as451

3e − 5, and batch size is set as 4 for all experi-452

ments. We train the parameters from T5 and the453

added parameters together. During decoding, we454

employ beam search with a beam size 5. All exper-455

iments are implemented with Pytorch and trained456

on Nvidia Telsa V100 32GP GPUs.457

5.2 Main Result458

The results on ResponseNLG development and459

test sets are summarized in Table 1. First, we ob-460

serve that after adding new parameters, Finetune-461

FNN and Finetune-Graph-FNN achieve better per-462

formance than their baselines. And then, we notice463

that Finetune-FNN performs better than Finetune-464

Graph-FNN, though their parameters are equal. We465

consider the reason is that the input of the former466

is more similar to natural language. This indicates467

that the representation of input data affects the468

model performance. Our method significantly out-469

performs Finetune-Graph-FNN on BLEU (+2.85)470

and CHRF++ (+2.97) and also obtains a higher471

PARENT score. It demonstrates that the improve-472

ment of our method not only comes from more473

parameters. Our approach also performs better474

than Finetune-FNN on BLEU (+1.56) and CHRF++475

(+0.8) and achieves competitive results on PAR-476

ENT. The results on the test set follow a pattern sim-477

ilar to the development set and our method achieves478

the start-of-the-art results on BLEU and CHRF++.479

It demonstrates the effectiveness of our proposed480

method.481

5.3 Analysis and Discussion482

Ablation Study To examine the impact of each483

module in our method, we conduct the ablation484

study on ResponseNLG development set, and the485

results are shown in Table 2. Finetune-Graph-L-NE486

denotes the method that replaces each FNN module487

in Finetune-Graph-FNN with a GAT layer. As can488

Model BLEU CHRF++ PARENT
Finetune-FNN 54.32 64.06 66.73

-w/o SQL 41.24 46.38 50.52
-w/o TABLE 16.69 29.81 43.00

Ours 55.88 63.94 66.91
-w/o SQL 46.28 49.91 51.51
-w/o TABLE 15.53 29.20 42.98

Table 3: Effect of input SQL and Table.

be seen, the most improvement comes from the ex- 489

plicitly modeling of the graph structure. Moreover, 490

both Node Type Embedding (NTE) and Node Seg- 491

ment Embedding (NSE) can improve the model’s 492

performance. However, they reduce the model’s 493

performance on PARENT. We think that it may be 494

due to fluctuation of the PARENT metric. 495

Effects of input SQL and Table In order to ex- 496

amine the effects of different input data, we con- 497

duct further experiments by removing the input 498

SQL and Table. The results are summarized in Ta- 499

ble 3. We first remove the SQL and only utilize the 500

Table as input. As we can see, both Finetune-FNN 501

and our methods perform poorly on all metrics. 502

And then, we only employ SQL as the model in- 503

put. The performance degrades even more. The 504

results demonstrate that both input SQL and table 505

are essential for the response generation. It worth 506

noting that Finetune-FNN and our method still ob- 507

tain high PARENT scores after removing the Table 508

input. It is unreasonable because each ground-truth 509

response must contain all content in the input ta- 510

ble (high coverage rate) to achieve a high faithful- 511

ness (refer to Section 5.4). Therefore, we think 512

PARENT may not accurately measure the faithful- 513

ness of the text in ResponseNLG. We also notice 514

that, after removing the input SQL, our method 515

still performs better than Fintune-FNN. The result 516

indicates that, in addition to using a hierarchical en- 517

coder, it may be a good choice to transform a table 518

into a graph representation to model its structure in 519

Table-to-Text. We leave this for future work. 520

Impact on the Table Complexity In order to 521

have a deeper understanding of the model’s perfor- 522

mance, we further explore the mode performance 523

under various numbers of rows and columns of the 524

input table on the ResponseNLG development 525

set. Figure 7 shows the BLEU comparison between 526

our model and baselines. The BLEU scores of all 527

the models decrease as the number of table rows 528

or columns increases. Intuitively, the more rows or 529

columns the table contains, the more complex the 530

7
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Figure 7: Experiment results on different complexity
data on ResponseNLG development set.

table will be. The results show that all these models531

are better at handling simple rather than complex532

tables. We observe that the improvement of our533

model increases as the number of rows or columns534

increases. In other words, our model is better at535

handling complex tables than other methods.536

5.4 Human Evaluation537

We conduct human evaluation following Parikh538

et al. (2020). We compare our method with Pointer-539

Generator, Finetune-FNN and Ortacel. Specifically,540

we first randomly select 100 examples from the541

ResponseNLG test set and the corresponding out-542

puts generated by each model. And then, four an-543

notators are asked to evaluate the quality from the544

following four axes:545

• Fluency: a sentence is fluent if it is gram-546

matical and natural. And it is scored from 1547

to 10, where 1 represents not Fluent, and 10548

represents Mostly Fluent.549

• Faithfulness: a sentence is considered faith-550

ful if it is logically consistent with the input551

SQL and all pieces of information are sup-552

ported by the table. The score ranges from 1553

to 10.554

• Coverage: percentage of cells in the input555

table the candidate sentence covers. It is cal-556

culated by nc

nt , where nt denotes all cells in557

the input table, and nc represents the number558

of cells covered by the sentence.559

Model Flu ↑ Fai ↑ Cov(%)↑ Rep ↓
Oracel 8.71 9.47 95.98 0.13
Pointer-Generator 6.24 6.82 85.78 0.42
Finetune-FNN 7.17 7.61 91.87 0.15
Ours 7.39 7.83 93.15 0.17

Table 4: Human evaluation over references (denoted as
Oracle) and model outputs. Flu, Fai, Cov, Rep denote
Fluency, Faithfulness, Coverage and Repetition. ↑ indi-
cates higher is better and ↓ denotes lower is better.

• Repetition number of cells the candidate sen- 560

tence repeats. If a cell is repeated n times, it 561

will be recorded n times. 562

We also introduce the reference as one candidate. 563

And its results can be regarded as the upper bound 564

(denoted as Oracle). For each sample, the annota- 565

tors need to evaluate four sentences based on the 566

input data. And they do not know which model 567

generates these sentences. The final score for each 568

criterion is the average from all annotators. 569

The results summarized in Table 4 show that 570

the Oracle consistently achieves high performance 571

than generation methods. It attests to the high qual- 572

ity of our human annotations. Our method out- 573

performs baselines on almost all axes. It demon- 574

strates the effectiveness of our proposed method. 575

Although our model achieves a high coverage rate 576

(93.15%), its Faithfulness score is relatively low 577

(only 7.83), and there is a considerable gap com- 578

pared with the Oracle. It indicates simply copying 579

content from the input table can not guarantee the 580

faithfulness of the generated response. It may be 581

necessary for the model to understand the input 582

SQL and table deeper, which is the biggest chal- 583

lenge in this dataset. 584

6 Conclusion 585

We present ResponseNLG, a large-scale and 586

high-quality Chinese dataset for TableQA response 587

generation, along with a series of baselines and 588

metrics. We build a Heterogeneous Graph Trans- 589

formation method to bridge the structural gap be- 590

tween the SQL and table. Meanwhile, to better 591

use PLMs, we introduce the Node Segment Em- 592

bedding to solve the problem that transforming 593

the input graph to a new token graph breaks the 594

original graph’s structure. Experiments on our 595

ResponseNLG dataset show that our proposed 596

model outperforms existing baseline models. We 597

will make our data and code publicly available upon 598

the acceptance of this paper. 599
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A Appendix983

A.1 Table Data Cleaning984

We build a rule-based table cleaning pipeline to985

guarantee table quality. We filter out noise tables986

via rules as follows. There are 24K tables in our987

dataset.988

• Blacklist Filtering We first builds a blacklist989

including special chars, dirty words, emojis,990

and HTML words. And filter tables if the991

headers or the values include any word in the992

blacklist.993

• Header Type Filtering We recognize all994

of the header types in each table including995

Text, Number, Time, and Bool. If996

the proportion of Text type is less than 30%,997

we filter out the table.998

• Complexity Filtering We will filter out tables999

with less than 2 columns or rows.1000

• Repetition Filtering If a value repeats more1001

than 50% in a table, we will filter out the table.1002

A.2 SQL Query Generation1003

We utilize production rules from the SQL grammar1004

to automatically generate SQL queries inspired by1005

Zhong et al. (2017); Wang et al. (2020b). As illus-1006

trated in Table 5, the SQL query can be represented1007

as a tree using the rule sequence. All of which are1008

production rules of the SQL grammar. By exploit-1009

ing every rule of the grammar, we can generate1010

SQL queries covering patterns of different com-1011

plexity.1012

A.3 Example Data1013

The response of more than 2 rows of table in1014

CoSQL will degenerate into a template response as1015

shown in Figure 8a. Differently, we ask the annota-1016

tor to write all the input information in the response.1017

As shown in Figure 8b, the execution result table is1018

fully described in ResponseNLG. Which is more1019

in line with real TableQA scenarios.1020

A.4 PARENT Metric1021

PARENT (Dhingra et al., 2019) is a metric pro-1022

posed specifically for Data-to-Text generation to1023

evaluate the faithfulness of the generated texts. It1024

takes the input graph or table into account. How-1025

ever, it cannot be directly applied to TableQA Re-1026

sponse Generation because it does not consider1027

SQL Production Rules

SQLs ::= SQL | SQL interaction SQLs |
SQL union SQLs | ...

SQL ::= Select | Select Where |
Select Order | Select Order Filter

Select ::= Select A | Select AA | ...

Where ::= Where Conditions

Conditions ::= A op value | A op SQL

A ::= C | MIN C | MAX C | AVG C |
COUNT C | SUM C

C ::= table.column

op ::= == | != | > | >= | < | <=

Table 5: SQL generation grammar rules.

Execution Result
Name Age

Joseph Huts 32

Gustaaf Deloor 29

Viccente Carretero 26

SELECT Name, age FROM teacher

SQL Query

Here are the names and the ages of all the teachers

Response

Execution Result
公司名称

Company Name
市值 (亿元）

Market Capitalization

腾讯 (Tencent) 45,530

阿里巴巴 ( Alibaba) 40,738

美团 (Meituan) 14,589

拼多多 (Pinduoduo) 14,216

SQL Query
SELECT公司名称，市值(亿元) WHERE市值 (亿元) > 10,000 AND 国家 =中国

SELECT Company NAME, Market Capitalization WHERE Market Capitalization > 10, 
0000 AND Country = China

Response

There are four Internet companies in China with a market value of more than 1 trillion yuan, 
namely Tencent, Alibaba, Meituan, and Pinduoduo, with a market value of 4.55 trillion yuan, 4.07 
trillion yuan, 1.45 trillion yuan, and 1.46 trillion yuan, respectively.

中国有4家市值超过10000亿的互联网公司，分别是腾讯，阿里巴巴，美团和拼多多，它们
的市值分别为45530亿元，40738亿元，14589亿元和14216亿元。

(a) Example from CoSQL

Execution Result
Name Age

Joseph Huts 32

Gustaaf Deloor 29

Viccente Carretero 26

SELECT Name, age FROM teacher

SQL Query

Here are the names and the ages of all the teachers

Response

Execution Result
公司名称

Company Name
市值 (亿元）

Market Capitalization

腾讯 (Tencent) 45,530

阿里巴巴 ( Alibaba) 40,738

美团 (Meituan) 14,589

拼多多 (Pinduoduo) 14,216

SQL Query
SELECT公司名称，市值(亿元) WHERE市值 (亿元) > 10,000 AND 国家 =中国

SELECT Company NAME, Market Capitalization WHERE Market Capitalization > 10, 
0000 AND Country = China

Response

There are four Internet companies in China with a market value of more than 1 trillion yuan, 
namely Tencent, Alibaba, Meituan, and Pinduoduo, with a market value of 4.55 trillion yuan, 4.07 
trillion yuan, 1.45 trillion yuan, and 1.46 trillion yuan, respectively.

中国有4家市值超过10000亿的互联网公司，分别是腾讯，阿里巴巴，美团和拼多多，它们
的市值分别为45530亿元，40738亿元，14589亿元和14216亿元。

(b) Example from ResponseNLG

Figure 8: Example data from CoSQL and Respon-
seNLG.

the input SQL. To solve this problem, we convert 1028

each condition in the SQL into a <attribute, 1029

value> pair. Similarly, we also convert each cell 1030

in the input table into a <atrribute, value> 1031

where attribute is the column name and 1032

value is the cell value. Figure 9 shows an exam- 1033

ple. However, according to our human evaluation, 1034

this metric is imperfect and does not consider the 1035

relation between attribute and value in each pair, 1036

especially the pair from the SQL. The modified 1037

code will be released with our dataset. 1038

A.5 Case Study 1039

Figure 10 shows an example case generated by 1040

FINETUNE and our final model. The result table 1041

has four rows and two columns, and the FINE- 1042
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Company Name Market
Capitalization

Tencent 45,530

Alibaba 40,738

Meituan 14,589

Pinduoduo 14,216

SELECT Company NAME, Market Capitalization WHERE 

Market Capitalization > 10, 0000 AND Country = China
SQL

Table

<Market Capitalization, 10,0000>

<Country, China>

<Company Name, Tencent>

<Company Name, Alibaba>

…

<Market Capitalization, 14,589>

<Market Capitalization14,2160>

Convert +

Figure 9: Example case of PARTENT metric.

Execution Result

购置时间
Date of Purchase

单价
Unit Price

2000307 4755001

200510 557489

200912 543000

200409 512400

SQL Query

SELECT 购置时间 , 单价WHERE 仪器名称 = '超速离心机' 
SELECT Date of Purchase, Unit Price, WHERE Instrument Name = 'ultracentrifuge'

Finetune
超速离心机的购置年月和单价有4组，分别是：1、购置年月是200107,单价是755001元；2、购置年月是2005100,单价是557489
元；3、购置年月是200912,单价是20010元。
The purchase date and unit price of ULTRACENTRIFUGES are 4 groups: 1. The purchase date is 200107 and the unit price is 755001 
yuan; 2. The purchase date is 2005100, and the unit price is 557489 yuan; 3. The purchase date is 200912, and the unit price is 20010 
yuan.

Ours

超速离心机的购置年月和单价有4组，分别是1、购置年月是200307,单价是755001元；2、购置年月是200510,单价是
557489元；3、购置年月是200912,单价是543000元；4、购置年月是200409,单价是512400元。
The purchase date and unit price of ULTRACENTRIFUGES are 4 groups, which are 1. The purchase date and unit price are 
200307 and 755001 yuan respectively; 2. The purchase date is 200510, and the unit price is 557489 yuan; 3. The purchase date is 
200912, and the unit price is 543000 yuan; 4. The purchase date is 200409, and the unit price is 512400 yuan.

Figure 10: Example case of different generation models

TUNE model only describe three rows of the re-1043

sults. Differently, our model can be completely1044

faithful to a given SQL query and table, even for1045

relatively large data.1046
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